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1. INTRODUCTION

a. Green Housing in Multi-residential Buildings 

Multi-residential apartment buildings being built today under current building codes,
although efficient in their use of land, are contributors to greenhouse gas emissions and
are often as much as 30% less efficient than single family homes. Constructing a “green”
residential building can cost as much as 10% more than conventional construction, yet the
real estate market does not yet give greater value to “green” homes. Thus there is no
incentive for developers to build “green” apartment developments as they would in effect
need to set prices higher than market in order to recoup the costs of the “green” features
and thus price themselves out of the market. 

There are, however, various approaches than can be used to finance the additional costs
associated with “greening” a building which do not impact on the sale price of the homes

This progress report provides information on the experience in both the US and Canada
with respect to the market acceptance of green buildings, financing of energy efficient
housing, and the value added as a result of energy efficiency. The report then focuses in
on Station Pointe Greens, provides a business case of the benefits of the green features
and looks at possible ways of financing the additional costs.  

b. The Benefits of Building Green

There are benefits to owners, tenants and the community as a whole that flow from the
development of “green housing”. Following is a summary of  these benefits as described
in a paper prepared by The University of Kentucky on the Economics of Energy Efficient
Housing .1

Investments in energy efficient improvements in new construction are remarkable
because everyone wins.

• homeowners receive an economic benefit over the life of the loan
• homeowners benefit additionally from improved comfort, better indoor air quality,

reduced moisture problems, and fewer health problems.
• builders have fewer call-backs and make additional profits from the added value of

the home.
• heating and cooling contractors have fewer call-backs.
• realtors earn additional fees from the value-added features and enhance their

reputation by selling higher quality homes that consumers appreciate.
• some lending agencies offer preferred financing options to owners of energy

efficient homes.
• the local economy benefits as more money stays within the community; local
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subcontractors and product suppliers earn additional income by selling improved
energy efficient features

• everyone benefits from reduced air pollutant emissions from fossil-fuel power
plants.(http://www.bae.uky.edu/energy/residential/guide/guidehtml/guidep9.htm,
May 22  2012)nd

The economic benefits to the individual owners are significant, particularly in homes
where the energy consumption is reduced down to the level of a Passive House . Thea

initial savings through reduced consumption, lower maintenance and replacement costs
will increase over time, thereby enhancing housing affordability in the future and
providing households with greater disposable income. From a lenders perspective, an
improved cash flow should make the borrower a more stable and reliable customer and
reduce the overall risk of default.   

2. US EXPERIENCE

a. Market Acceptance

The US has had a longer experience than Canada with facilitating the development of
energy efficient housing. Energy Efficient Mortgages (EEM) were first introduced in the
early 1980's in response to President Carter signing an executive order mandating Federal
agencies to identify opportunities for energy conservation, which resulted in the
introduction of a variety of energy efficient mortgage programs. In October of 1993, the
Clinton-Gore administration announced its Climate Change Action Plan in compliance to
the Rio-Accord, which included a provision that home energy mortgages be made
available nationally. Further programs have been introduced in the US as part of their
climate change plan, including government funding and tax credits. (Resnet News, Home
Energy Ratings A Primer ).2

There currently are mixed reviews with regard to consumer take up of energy efficient
housing in the US. On the positive side there appears to be a growing market and
willingness to pay more for energy efficient housing. In a  2012 market study by Yahoo!
Real Estate: 

50% of Americans now consider that green and energy efficient features are part of
their "dream home"; and 27% of potential home buyers say that "looking for a
greener, more energy efficient home is a significant reason they want a new home."
According to a recent McGraw Hill market survey, "61% of customers are willing to

  Passive House: An energy efficiency design standard and approach. Passive House isa

not a brand name, but a construction concept that is considered the world's most rigorous, most
verified and most advanced building performance standard. For details see description on page
25.
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pay more for homes that are energy efficient." (A copy of the Yahoo! report summary
in included in Appendix 1)

Measures that establish a high degree of energy efficiency (such as measures of
airtightness, such as Air Changes Per Hour or ACH; measures of insulation, such as
R-value; overall measures of energy consumption, such as EPS or HERS scores; and
solar collectors) influence buyers and add to the desirability and price of a home, making
them a more valuable asset than similar homes built to code. For example in King
County, Washington, Ben Kaufman of Green Works Realty reports: 

 "In Seattle . . . certified (energy efficient) homes made up 33 percent of the new home
market, sold for a 9.1 percent premium per square foot and were on the market for 24
percent less time. Further, from November 2009 through January 2010, King County
non-certified homes continued to decrease in value as certified home values
increased. Remarkably, green homes carried a $92,175 price premium, were 12.3
percent smaller and continued to sell in less time than a non-certified home. In
Seattle, third-party verified homes, which are often a 'deeper green' home, sold for
23.5 percent more per square foot in 10 percent less time and make up 6 percent of
the market. The difference is notable and growing." 
(http://zerohomes.org/benefits--009.mhtml). 3

On the negative side, for a variety of reasons the production and take up of energy
efficient housing has been slow. As Bloom and Nobe note: 

Currently, energy-efficient homes only account for 21% of U.S. new home
construction (2009 ENERGY STAR Qualified New Homes, 2010). Researchers have
identified numerous reasons for this lack of implementation, including transaction
costs, lack of information, uncertainty of energy savings, split incentives, and initial
capital investment (Elliott, Langer, and Nadel, 2006; Fuller, 2009). Significant to this
study are homebuilders’ perceptions that initial capital investments for increased
energy efficiency will not be recaptured through energy savings or capitalization of
these investments when the home is sold (Galuppo and Tu, 2010). As long as these
perceptions persist among homebuilders, they will remain reluctant to invest in these
systems and the residential market will continue to be a significant contributor to
U.S. greenhouse gas emissions (Lande, 2008). Ultimately, the value consumers place
on energy-efficient residential design either encourages or hinders further
incorporation of energy-efficient features into homes (Galuppo and Tu,2010).
(Source: JOSRE (Journal of Sustainable Real Estate) Vol . 3   No. 1 – 2011 Valuing
Green Home Designs: A Study of ENERGY STAR  Homes, Bryan Bloom,
MaryEllen C. Nobe, and Michael D. Nobe ).4
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b. Financing Energy Efficient Housing

i. Energy Efficient Mortgages

In the US, energy-efficient financing for housing  (energy efficient mortgage, EEM) is
available through either a government-insured or conventional loan program. An EEM,
can be used to  purchase or refinance a home that is already energy efficient, or to
purchase or refinance a home that will become energy efficient after energy-saving
improvements are made. The home must be assessed by a qualified rater, who will
inspect the energy-related features of a home and provide a report that includes the
home's energy rating; an estimation of annual energy use and costs; recommended energy
improvements, if needed, and their costs, as well as the potential annual savings and
eventual payback of the improvements. (A copy of an Energy Efficient Mortgage
Worksheet is included in Appendix 2).

The amount of financing is dependent either upon the energy efficiency of the home or
the cost effectiveness of the proposed renovations. An energy efficient home should cost
less to operate and the improvements should save more money than the cost of their
installation. 

While calculating whether a borrower qualifies for a mortgage, a lender can
recognize these savings and add the cost of the improvements into the mortgage. Or,
if the home is already energy efficient, the lender can stretch the debt-to-income
qualifying ratio, which is expressed as a percentage (the ratio is calculated by
dividing a borrower's monthly payment obligation on long-term debts by the
borrower's net effective income or gross monthly income). (US Department of
Energy, Financing an Energy-Efficient Home,
http://www.energysavers.gov/your_home/designing_remodeling/index.cfm/mytopic=
10380, May, 29, 2012 ).5

HUD administers an EEM program which is insured as part of their existing mortgage
program. A borrower is eligible for a maximum FHA insured loan, using standard
underwriting procedures. The borrower must make a 3.5 percent (sales price or appraised
value) down payment. The cost of the energy efficient improvements that may be eligible
for financing into the mortgage is the lesser of A or B as follows:

A. The dollar amount of cost-effective energy improvements, plus cost of report and
inspections, or

B. The lesser of 5% of:
The value of the property, or
115% of the median area price of a single family dwelling, or
150% of the conforming Freddie Mac limit.
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To be eligible for inclusion in the mortgage, the energy efficient improvements must be
cost effective, meaning that the total cost of the improvements is less than the total
present value of the energy saved over the useful life of the energy improvement.

 The cost of the energy improvements and estimate of the energy savings must be
determined by a home energy rating report that is prepared by an energy consultant
using a Home Energy Rating System (HERS). The cost of the energy rating report and
inspections may be financed as part of the cost effective energy package.

 The energy improvements are installed after the loan closes. The lender will place the
money in an escrow account. The money will be released to the borrower after an
inspection verifies that the improvements are installed and the energy savings will be
achieved. (Energy Efficient Mortgage Program,
http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/housing/sfh/eem/energy-r,
May 17  2012 ).th 6

ii. Pace Bonds

“Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) is an innovative way to finance energy
efficiency and renewable energy upgrades to buildings. Interested property owners
evaluate measures that achieve energy savings and receive 100% financing, repaid as a
property tax assessment for up to 20 years.  The assessment mechanism has been used
nationwide for decades to access low-cost long-term capital to finance improvements to
private property that meet a public purpose.  By eliminating upfront costs, providing
low-cost long-term financing and making it easy for building owners to transfer
repayment obligations to a new owner upon sale, PACE overcomes challenges that have
hindered adoption of energy efficiency and related projects in our nation’s buildings.

PACE is a local government/community initiative that creates permanent private sector
jobs, strengthening our national and local economies.  Buildings use nearly half of the
energy we consume in the United States.  PACE programs help make our nation more
energy independent and secure while safeguarding our environment by reducing demand
for fossil fuels.  The PACE  financing mechanism provides a strong credit that is
attractive to private sector investors and without government subsidies.  PACE is
voluntary.  Property owners, acting in their own self interest, implement building
upgrades that can save them money, increase the value of their property.  PACE
programs add value, and have gained bi-partisan support nationwide at federal, state
and local levels.” (Source: Pace Now web site http://pacenow.org/about-pace ).7
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Under a PACE Program a local government issues a bond that is purchased by private
investors. The funds lent to an owner for energy/green upgrades are secured in the same
way as general municipal
taxes. This provides the
investor with a secure
investment, since
municipalities have the
capacity to seize a
property for non-payment
of taxes. The maximum
term for  repayment is 20
years. PACE obligations
have priority over
mortgages registered
against the property. State
legislation is required to
enable municipalities to
issue PACE bonds. The
adjacent diagram provides
an overview of the PACE
Bond concept.

 (Diagram Source: http://www.climatepedia.org/about-PACE-bonds  )8

Residential PACE Bonds were first introduced in California in 2008. Since then, 28
States have put in place enabling legislation to allow for the creation of local PACE
programs. The attractiveness of the PACE program is that is allows owners pay for the
up-front costs of green initiatives over time using their energy savings and that it harness
private capital to provide the financing of the up-front costs.  Unfortunately, in 2010, the
Federal housing Finance Agency put residential PACE on hold. The FHFA says PACE
assessments are not valid and should be treated like “loans” that can not be senior to
mortgages. FHFA argues that PACE assessments are also “unlike routine tax
assessments” because they are voluntary and are “typically longer in duration.” They also
advised Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac to avoid buying mortgages with PACE
assessments. (Source: Pace Now
http://pacenow.org/act-now/bring-back-residential-pace/)  9

Regulatory agencies like the FHFA have to go though a consultative process when
introducing any new rules. They cannot just introduce new regulations. In June of 2012, it
introduced a proposed ruling for public consultation. The consultation process closed on
the 13  of September 2012 and it will issue a final rule and subsequently publish itsth

official response to issues raised during the commenting process. Details of the June
proposed ruling and initial feedback are available at the Federal Register, National
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Archives and Records Administration, Volume 77, Number 116, June 15  2012 . Manyth 10

individuals and organizations provided feedback in support of the PACE program.
Comments  submitted by September 13, 2012 can be found on the FHFA Rulemaking
website. It is hoped that the proposed rule will be withdrawn and that residential PACE
programs can be reinstated.

In the interim, commercial PACE programs continue to flourish. California for example
introduced CaliforniaFIRST in September 2012. CaliforniaFIRST is a Property Assessed
Clean Energy (PACE) finance program for non-residential properties. The Program
allows property owners to finance the installation of energy and water improvements on
commercial, industrial or multi-family (over 5 units) buildings and pay the amount back
as a line item on their property tax bill. The CaliforniaFIRST Program is a program of
the California Statewide Communities Development Authority (CSCDA), a joint powers
authority co-sponsored by the California State Association of Counties and the League of
California Cities, and is administered by Renewable Funding. (Source: CaliforniaFIRST
web site https://californiafirst.org/contractors_faq )11

c. Energy Efficiency and Added Value
 

The work on creating and promoting energy efficient housing in the US is beginning to
see results in the market place. The results of a peer reviewed study  conducted by  Rick
Nevin and Gregory Watson, for the US Environmental Protection Agency, was published
by the Appraisal Institute in 1998  showed that energy savings actually translate into12

greater market values. The study found that the value of a home increases by $20.00 for
every $1.00 reduction in the average annual utility bill. A $35.00 per month savings
(average savings of a super energy efficient home in the US 1998) would add $8,400. to
the market value of the home. 

In May 2012, The Appraisal Institute  (international institute with a membership in13

nearly 60 countries), in conjunction with the Institute for Market Transformation ( a US
based non-profit promoting energy efficiency, green building and environmental
protection in the US and abroad) released its second edition of a resource manual for real
estate appraisers, titled  Recognition of Energy Costs and Energy Performance in Real
Property Valuation, Considerations and Resources for Appraisers. While the main focus
is towards the valuation of commercial buildings, it does affirm the fact that there is
added value in energy efficient buildings. The introduction to the publication provides an
informative overview of the current situation.

Various factors affect the value of real property – location, the composition and
condition of structures, operating history and potential future use, and many others.
Each factor affects the income and investment potential of property. Each has its own
influence on investor and occupant preferences, which ultimately determine how
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money flows for financing, purchasing, and rental in the real estate market.

Energy consumption is one of these factors. It usually has significant effects on net
income from buildings – effects often higher than any other operating expense, and at
times higher than property taxes. Therefore buildings that are energy efficient can
create significantly greater net income for owners than otherwise similar buildings
that are not so efficient.

Because energy and energy efficiency are invisible, with effects revealing themselves
incrementally over time, they have long been hard to track and easy to overlook. As a
result, market players have failed to fully recognize energy performance as a factor
affecting property value. This situation has changed dramatically since the Institute
for Market Transformation (IMT) issued the first edition of this document in 2000.
Investors and the general public around the country have become increasingly aware
of the importance of energy efficiency. The track record of energy-efficient technology
and high-performance buildings has become longer and better documented.
Assessment tools, energy rating systems, and energy-performance databases for
buildings have become well established, and even required in several major
jurisdictions nationwide. As a result, not only do owners more closely track their own
buildings’ energy performance, they and other market stakeholders can actually find
convenient and meaningful comparables for energy use in similar buildings. And
wide segments of the market are recognizing and indeed hotly demanding “green
buildings,” a concept that encompasses energy efficiency as well as many other
approaches to environmental sustainability. 

While there is beginning to be a recognition of the added value of energy efficient
buildings, the question is whether this is translated into added market value. In July of
2012 the University of California  released a report titled The Value of Green Labels in14

the California Housing Market, An Economic Analysis of the Impact of Green Labeling
on the Sales Price of a Home. The study, which traced sales price of homes with an
Energy Star, GreenPoint and LEED for Homes rating as compared to non-rated homes,
found that the average sales price for a rated home was approximately 9% (+/-4%) more
than a non rated home. The study researchers conducted an economic analysis of 1.6
million homes sold in California between 2007 to 2012.  These homes were mostly
“production homes” and not high-end custom homes. The study also controlled for key
variables that influence house prices including location, size, age, school districts, crime
rates, time period of sale, view, and the presence of major amenities like swimming pools
and air conditioning.

While the prices varied across the State, in most instances the premium for the green
labeled homes was greater than the additional capital cost premium of the green rating
and the utility cost savings. The study found two key insights into the effect of green
labels on housing values.   
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The results show that the resale premium associated with a green label varies
considerably from region to region in California, and is highest in the areas with
hotter climates. It is plausible that residents in these areas value green labels more
due to the increased cost of keeping a home cool.

The premium is also positively correlated to the environmental ideology of the area,
as measured by the rate of registration of hybrid vehicles. In line with previous
evidence on the private value of green product attributes, this correlation suggests
that some homeowners may attribute value to intangible qualities associated with
owning a green home, such as pride or perceived status.   

There are also other features of green labeled homes that could have a positive influence
on their value including more comfortable and stable indoor temperatures, healthier
indoor air quality, efficient water use, sustainable non-toxic building materials, and other
features that reduce the impact of such housing on the environment, including proximity
to parks, shops and transit. 

In summary, the experience in the US over the last two decades indicates that:
• there is a growing demand in the market place for energy efficient buildings, 
• a successful system can be developed to finance the additional costs associated with

the development of energy efficient buildings
• energy efficient buildings are worth more.
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3. CANADIAN EXPERIENCE

a. Market Acceptance

For the most part, Canada has lagged behind the US in introducing energy efficient
homes in the market place. The R-2000 experience introduced in the 1980's by the
Federal Government has shown that the typical home purchaser has, until recently, been 
reluctant to pay the premium associated with an energy efficient healthier home (only 5%
of new homes are built to an R-2000 standard). Within the last decade there has been a
shift in acceptance with regard to building green, particularly in the single family market.
One example is Built Green, an industry driven voluntary program that promotes "green"
building practices to reduce the impact that a building has on the environment.
Established in 2003, Built Green Canada is a third party certification program for homes
that are environmentally responsible. The purpose of Built Green Canada is to encourage
home builders to prioritize energy efficiency, provide healthier indoor air, preserve
natural resources and improve your home's durability. Since its launch in Alberta in 2003,
Built Green Canada has certified over 15,000 homes across the country, the majority of
which are in Alberta. It is the objective of the Alberta Home Builders Association that all
of the homes built by their members will be Built Green certified. One of the reasons that
the Built Green program has been quite successful is that it is designed to be “user
friendly”. The following excerpt from an article in the Tyee, that discusses the various
green building rating systems in Canada provides a good overview of the Built Green
program.

The Built Green program is pointedly simple: (1.) The builder must complete a
two-day Built Green Builder Training course and become a Built Green Certified
Builder; (2.) The certified builder submits an enrollment form, the completed
checklist and a standardized assessment of the home's energy efficiency; (3.) A third
party energy auditor conducts a blower door test and confirms the energy assessment.
Upon completion and inspection, the builder receives an EnerGuide for New Houses
rating label and a Built Green seal for the home. Both are affixed to the furnace.

The EnerGuide for New Houses rating and labeling system is the mandatory
requirement at the heart of the Built Green program. EnerGuide is not unique to Built
Green, but is a Canadian government program. It is based on a 100-point scale, with
zero being the least energy efficient and 100 being the most. In 2005, the average
Canadian home rated 66 on the EnerGuide scale.

A Built Green home must achieve an EnerGuide for New Houses rating of at least 72
to be certified. An EnerGuide rating of 75 is required to earn a silver rating, 77 earns
a gold, and 82 earns a platinum.

In addition, the online checklist offers variety of green features from which the
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builder selects a minimum number to meet a chosen achievement level. The checklist
is revised annually. Source ( Monte Paulsen, How Do They Decide a Building Is
'Green'?, 11 Jan 2011, The Tyee )15

Recent legislation in some jurisdictions will facilitate the development of energy efficient
housing. Like BC, Ontario now requires all new housing to achieve an EnerGuide 80
energy efficiency rating. This can be achieved either though a performance approach,
whereby the home must achieve an EnerGuide rating of 80 or more, or through a
prescriptive approach, where the home must be built using certain material and methods.
As illustrated in the following table, this would make an EnerGuide house approximately
23% more efficient that a building built to code that rated 65 on the scale. 

There is a growing awareness of the benefits of building energy efficient structures.
Immediate benefits for owners include operating, maintenance and replacement cost
savings, and a healthier and more comfortable indoor environment while having a
positive impact on climate change. 

Municipalities across the country are recognizing the importance of energy efficiency and
many have introduced programs to facilitate home retrofitting. One example is the City of
Vancouver, which has an objective of becoming the greenest city in the world by 2020. It 
recognized that the energy consumed by the buildings in the City was responsible for
55% of the City’s green house gas emissions. In order to reduce the green house gas
emissions, the City introduced programs for existing and new buildings to facilitate
energy efficiency measures. 

b. Financing Energy Efficient Housing

i. Green Loans

A system of financing energy efficient housing does not exist in Canada as it does in the
US. To date most of the financing initiatives have been provincial, regional or project
based. One instrument that has been used on a project specific basis is a green loan.
Examples of this approach include the Verdant, developed by Vancity in conjunction with
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Simon Fraser University, and Grandin Green and Prairie Sky developed by The
Communitas Group Ltd. in conjunction with the two cooperatives.  The description from
the Verdant web site provides a succinct overview of the green loan concept. 

A Green Loan is an innovative financing mechanism which allows for the creation
of better performing and more comfortable buildings. This mechanism allows for
the installation of higher performance heating systems than are typically provided
in a building. The loan to fund these enhanced systems is paid back over time by the
homeowners. The loan payment is less than the savings generated by the system.

Over the long term energy efficiency measures provided for in the building will help
ensure long term affordable energy costs for the homeowners. For this project we
have arranged a separate financing package through Vancity Capital Corporation.
This loan covers the capital cost of installing the geothermal and radiant heating
system and will be paid back over a term of 25 years, a term consistent with a
typical mortgage.

The monthly payments of this “Geoexchange Green Loan” are incorporated into
the monthly strata budget, and will be paid by each Strata owner as part of their
monthly fees. It is called a “Green” loan because the energy cost savings accruing
to each strata lot owner will more than cover the monthly loan payments to
purchase the energy cost saving technology. (Source: Verdant Web site,
http://www.verdantliving.com/sustainability8.htm ).16

The following graphs are used by the Verdant to illustrate both the initial and long term
savings as a result of the energy efficient features.  
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This projection, which was prepared by the Verdant team, is based upon the assumption
that annual energy cost will increase at the rate of 3%, (typical building is electric base
board heating and Verdant is a geoexchange system). The Verdant cost includes the
payment of their green loan as well as the utilities. 

This is the same approach to the “green financing” that was used by Communitas with
Grandin Green and Prairie Sky. The funding for the Grandin Green “green loan” was a
second mortgage from the Citizen’s Bank, while Prairie Sky’s was a private mortgage
backed security issued by the Cooperative. 

ii. Bank Loan and Mortgage Financing

Another approach to financing green features that has been used in Canada are loans or
mortgages to individual home owners. While not “true” energy efficient mortgages, a
number of the major financial institutions in Canada have some type of preferred
financing for individuals acquiring energy efficient homes. BMO for example has a BMO
5-year fixed closed mortgage that rewards customers for making smart choices for their
home and the environment. If household has bought or plans to buy a home with energy
efficient features, they can qualify for a reduced rate on the BMO Eco Smart Mortgage.
In May 2012, the rate was 3.490%. The BMO guidelines require that:  
Single Family Homes including townhouses (condo or freehold), need 6 out of 7 of the
following features to qualify:

• High efficiency heating system
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• High efficiency air cooling system or no air cooling system
• Good quality attic insulation
• ENERGY STAR® qualified windows with no cracks or air gaps
• ENERGY STAR qualified hot water system or solar or tankless hot water system
• ENERGY STAR qualified doors with no cracks or air gaps
• At least three ENERGY STAR qualified major appliances

High-Rise Condominiums,...will need to have all 5 of the following features to qualify:
• Energy efficient windows with no cracks or air gaps
• Energy efficient doors or no doors separating heated from unheated spaces
• ENERGY STAR qualified hot water system or tankless hot water system controlled

within the individual unit
• ENERGY STAR qualified lighting
• At least three ENERGY STAR qualified major appliances

To qualify households need to have an independent third party confirm that the home
meets the requirements. BMO arranges the audit.
(http://www.bmo.com/home/personal/banking/mortgages-loans/mortgage/special-offers/g
reen-mortgage )17

Another example is the Royal Bank with its Energy Saver Loan. This is a term loan for
the purchase of eligible energy-efficient products or services for energy efficient features.
This financing solution is designed to allow a household to create a more energy-efficient
home while saving on their borrowing costs. Loans range from $5,000 to $25,000, with
terms from 5 to 10 years. Borrowers are eligible for a 1% reduction off the loan interest
rate. Flexible payment options are available and there are no prepayment penalties.
(Source: http://www.rbcroyalbank.com/personal-loans/energy-saver-loan.html )18

iii. City of Vancouver Greenest City 2020

One of the programs introduced by the City of Vancouver  as part of its efforts to19

facilitate the development of energy efficient housing, was the Home Energy Loan
Program. This program, which is a modeled on the PACE program, was introduced on a
pilot basis for 12 months for 500 homes. Through the program, participants go through a
third party that undertakes an energy-assessment and recommends retrofits. Loans varying
from $4,000. to $16,000 were available to participants. Participants were required to have
paid all their municipal taxes and have no liens registered against their property. The City
teamed up with Vancity Credit Union who provided the loans. The loans were for a fixed
term and amortization of 10 years at an interest rate of 4.5%. The City collects the
payments on quarterly basis and repays Vancity. Unlike the US PACE programs, the
balance outstanding is due on resale. As of the date of this study, the 12 month pilot had
ended and the City of Vancouver was assessing the impact of the program.

Vancity  has a loan program for energy-saving renovations called Bright Ideas. Loans of20

$3,500 to $20,000 are available at an interest rate of prime plus 1% for a term of 10 years.
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Applicants must  go through a Certified Energy Advisor that undertakes an energy-
assessment, recommends retrofits and identifies energy savings. Any rebates that the
borrower gets under the LiveSmart BC energy rebates, which can be up to $7000, are
theirs to keep and need not be applied to reduce the loan. 

In addition, the City of Vancouver introduced a Condo Energy Retrofit Pilot Program  to21

assist owners of strata buildings (with at least 75 suites located on 15 stories or more) to
organize and fund building retrofits. The pilot project assists strata corporations with the
identification of their  top energy saving opportunities and the payback calculation. The
Program also coordinates access to utility incentives and financing that matches
repayments with energy savings and coordinates the retrofit work. Up to $60,000 is
available in utility incentives for lighting upgrades, a solar hot water system, electric
vehicle charging stations and the engineering design and installation costs.
(http://vancouver.ca/home-property-development/incentives-for-greening-your-strata-buil
ding.aspx )

c. Energy Efficiency and Added Value

There has been very little work in this area in Canada to date. When Essex Appraisal
Group did an appraisal of Grandin Green in 1999, they did take into account the added
value of the energy efficient features. In their approach to determining value, they looked
at the operating savings of $151 per suite month. “No matter how the issued is addressed,
the owners in the project have an immediate benefit of $151 per month, or $1,812
annually. To translate this into value, we will calculate the net present benefit of the
savings over a 15 year period at a discount rate that is appropriate under today’s market
conditions. We will use 6% as the discount factor. Applying the factor of 9.712249 to the
$1,812, the actual present value of these cost savings calculates to present value of
$17,600. Over the 15 year payback the actual cost savings in pure dollar terms are
$27,180". (Appendix 3 includes the relevant excerpts from the appraisal report). 

Grandin Green is a fifteen story, 55 suite strata title housing cooperative that was
developed by Communitas in conjunction with the Cooperative. The building was
occupied in 2000. Each individual household owns their own suite while the Cooperative
owns the land and the common property. The additional green costs were $1.2 million
dollars. Financing for the green loan was arranged through the Citizen’s Bank, a
subsidiary of Vancity. The original loan had an interest rate of 7% and a 25 year
amortization with a 10 year term. In 2004, the Cooperative decided that it would enable
each household to repay their remaining share of the green loan and to finance the balance
of the loan through a “friends of Grandin Green” pooled private mortgage. On an annual
basis, individual members pay down their share of the green loan. In addition, the
Cooperative required that the member’s share of the green loan be paid off on resale.  By
2010, each household’s portion of the green loan had been paid off and all members are
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realizing the monthly operating cost savings as a result of the energy upgrades. 

Grandin Green was the first multi-family residential building in Canada to receive the
CBIP (commercial building incentive program) federal grant recognizing that its design
resulted in a building which performed at least 25% better than the same building
designed to comply with the National Model Energy Code.  Three years after occupancy
an audit of the actual performance of the building revealed that it was performing as
predicted according to the model (Innovative Buildings Grandin Green: Pioneering
Innovation in an Multi-Unit residential building CMHC21-12-06 ).   The members of22

Grandin Green have been tracking their gas, power and water consumption since June of
2001. An analysis of the Grandin Green Data as part of this EQuilibrium™ Communities
Initiative research process indicated that it consumed 70% less gas than a standard
building. In addition, the building’s energy data base indicates that the building uses 38%
less power than a standard building.

4. COMMISSION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL COOPERATION (CANADA, MEXICO
AND THE UNITED STATES)

The North American Agreement on Environmental Cooperation (NAAEC) came into
being in 1994 at the same time as the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).
The Commission for Environmental Cooperation  (CEC) is mandated to implement23

NAAEC and it’s mission is:  The Commission for Environmental Cooperation facilitates
collaboration and public participation to foster conservation, protection and
enhancement of the North American environment for the benefit of present and future
generations, in the context of increasing economic, trade, and social links among
Canada, Mexico, and the United States. 
(http://www.cec.org/Page.asp?PageID=1226&SiteNodeID=310&BL_ExpandID=154). 

One of the objectives of the CEC is improving conditions for green building construction
in North America. The CEC’s 2008 report Green Building in North America:
Opportunities and Challenges  made specific recommendations to help make green24

building a standard practice for all new and existing buildings in North America. A
Trilateral Green Building Construction Task Force was set up to build and implement the
recommendations by creating a blueprint for eliminating barriers and accelerating the
growth of green building across the continent.
(http://www.cec.org/Page.asp?PageID=924&SiteNodeID=1024). 

The Task Force has been working to develop this blue print and it has identified financing
as one of the most significant barriers to the growth of green building across the
continent. It completed an analysis of the various financing tools in the market place in all
three countries and came to the conclusion that a North American government guaranteed
green loan program is necessary to address the financing requirements for both new
construction and retrofits.  In September 2012 , the CEC put out a Request for Proposals25
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for Financing models and opportunities in the green building construction market in
North America.  As the CEC decribes it in the background in the RFP, financing is the
key to foster green development. 

Despite increasing evidence that green buildings cost less to operate and produce
long-term economic advantages for owners, green buildings remain a small fraction
of all development in North America. One of the primary reasons behind the failure
of building owners and developers to adopt economically beneficial green building
practices relates to financing. Plenty of innovation has happened in the areas of
design, materials, engineering and 'smart building' controls, but innovative financing
mechanisms are lacking to foster green building practices. (Source: Improving
Conditions for Green Building Construction in North America, Financing models and
opportunities in the green building construction market in North America. Request for
Proposals, 2012, Commission for Environmental Cooperation)

The purpose of the RFP is to review the existing financing options in Canada, Mexico
and the United States and to prepare to develop an in-depth analysis describing the three
financing models that would be applicable to Canada, US & Mexico  and the
recommended model for North American. The work is to be completed by March 31st

2013. 
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 5. STATION POINTE GREENS

a. Project Description Including Green Features

i. Location

The site is located in the
north-east part of the City in an
area called Fort Road Old Town
near the intersection of 129
Avenue and Fort Road.  The
neighbourhood is intersected by
Fort Road, a major
transportation corridor of
Delwood and Balwin, while the
Kennedale Industrial and
Industrial Heights areas are
located to the east and south.
The neighbourhood is
experiencing a revitalization as
a result of the implementation
of steps outlined in the Fort
Road Old Town Master Plan
sponsored by the City of
Edmonton.  As a result of the
Master Plan and as the first step in implementing the Plan, the City hired a consortium of
consultants to work with all interested stakeholders, undertaking interviews and focus
groups, holding design ideas workshops and public hearings.  As a result, the Fort Road
Urban Design Plan was completed in 2005. The Urban Design Plan proposed a unique
transit oriented development that will:

• maximize land use in an area with existing infrastructure
• revitalize an older, industrial "brownfield" area
• develop a transit-oriented community that encourages LRT ridership
• create a walkable, mixed-use neighbourhood that offers housing choice; and
• address future traffic growth.
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ii. General Building Description

The Station Pointe Greens cooperative community will consist of four apartment
buildings, 10 town-houses and a ground oriented commercial/retail space and
community space. The apartment building design has been optimized to achieve
Passive House objectives and certification. All suites face South and all four
apartment buildings share common exterior walls such as to appear as one single
stepped apartment building. Underground parking will be provided. A large
community facility will be shared by all four cooperatives on the site and is planned,
subject to final input from all participants and stakeholders, to provide meeting &
social space, workshop facilities, and a child/day care facility. Four specific
cooperatives will provide a range of options that will ensure a mixed and diverse
community. The following is a preliminary sketch of the site plan which illustrates
these design concepts. 
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iii. Unit Configuration

The entire project will consist of 209 apartment suites together with 10 town homes and a
community facility. Apartments will vary from 1, 2, and 3 bedroom units. The following
tables provides an overview of the unit distribution within each tower.

Block A: Commercial + 5 story Res (25 suites)
Block B: Commercial + 9 story Res (45 suites)
Block C: Common + 17 story Res (85 suites)
Block D: 11 story Res (54 suites)
Townhomes: 10

As illustrated in the following table there are a range of unit sizes (excludes the
townhomes). 

Type Square feet

1 plus den 662

2 bedroom 662

2 bedroom 716

2 bedroom 922

3 bedroom 1173

It should be noted that by virtue of the general adoption of the Universal Design
criteria, the designs are slightly larger than could otherwise have been achieved due to
the area of the bathrooms, kitchens, and corridors being made suitable for wheelchair
access. In addition, these units have all been designed with two bathrooms which will
permit unrelated adults to share the home and thus enhance affordability. Finally, the
modular design and replication of pattern specific details will ultimately translate into
greater affordability.

Following are some drawings and plans including building elevations, site plan, and
typical floor plans. 
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Aerial View of Project from South (Above) and View of Town Homes from Street
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Site Plan Showing Ground Floor Facilities
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Typical Floor Plan (Towers A, B & D)
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Typical Floor Plan (Tower C)
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iv. Green Features

As a result of the pre-development research findings, it was decided that the most
effective way of developing an energy efficient environmentally friendly community
was using a Passive House approach. 

The term "Passive House" refers to a construction standard. The standard can be
met using a variety of technologies, designs and materials. "Passive Houses" are
buildings which assure a comfortable indoor climate in summer and in winter
without needing a conventional heating system. To permit this, it is essential that
the building’s annual demand for space heating does not exceed 15 kWh/(m a).2

The minimal heat requirement can be supplied by heating the supply air in the
ventilation system, a system which is necessary in any case. Passive Houses need
about 80% less heating energy than new buildings designed. The standard has
been named "Passive House" because the passive heat inputs delivered externally
by solar irradiation through the windows and provided internally by the heat
emissions of appliances and occupants essentially suffice to keep the building at
comfortable indoor temperatures throughout the heating period.

A Passive House is a comprehensive system. "Passive" describes well this
system's underlying receptivity and retention capacity. Working with natural
resources, free solar energy is captured and applied efficiently, instead of relying
predominantly on ‘active’ systems to bring a building to ‘zero’ energy. High
performance triple-glazed windows, super-insulation, an airtight building shell,
limitation of thermal bridging and balanced energy recovery ventilation make
possible extraordinary reductions in energy use and carbon emission.  (Source:
CEPHEUS.DE http://www.cepheus.de/eng/index.html & Passive House Institute-
US http://www.passivehouse.us/passiveHouse/PassiveHouseInfo.html May 25,
2012 )26

The following table identifies the specific targets that a passive house must meet,
which as below, passive house consumption standards are significantly less than the
average Alberta apartment. 

Passive House Targets Average Alberta Apartment

• 15 kWh/m2 per year  to heat and cool
• 120 kWh/m2 per year total primary source

of energy

• 135 kWh/m2 per year to heat and cool
• 705 kWh/m2 per year total primary source

of energy
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The following table provides an overview of the Station Pointe Greens green building
components, some of which relate to the passive house components of the design and the
other to the general greening of the building.

Energy Efficiency Building Envelope
• R60 walls (effective with thermal

bridging factored in)
• R50 slab above passively heated parkade
• R70 roof
• vegetated roof
• triple glazed windows

Parkade
• passively heated parkade

Mechanical Systems
• electric baseboard
• solar preheating of the domestic hot

water, electric boilers
• cooling - mini split condensing units on

each floor
• energy efficient machine-roomless

elevators
• waste water heat recapture
• ERV/HRV

Electrical
• common lights on motion sensors

(parkade and halls)
• LED lighting

Appliances
• Energy Star rated most efficient

Indoor Air Quality • cross ventilation (natural or mechanical in
all suites)

• each suite is a sealed compartment with its
own air supply and high efficiency ERV

• low VOC’s paint & finishes

Water Conservation • water efficient fixtures and water closets
• water efficient front load washers
• natural irrigation system
• possible processing and reuse of grey or

black water or both
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b. Project Capital Costs -Total Capital Costs

Once the basic design and building elements were finalized, Chandos Construction
provided a construction budget. The cost per square foot for the construction of the of
Station Pointe Greens residential apartment buildings is $218.00.(excluding the cost of
parking and including a vegetated roof). A per square construction cost of $180 is used
for the commercial space. This amount does not include any interior demising walls or
tenant improvements. A combined capital cost proforma has been completed for the total
development and used to set the prices for the suites within each building. The table on
the following page details the capital cost for the total development, including the
residential components for the 209 suites in the 4 buildings, the parking for these
buildings and the commercial space.  For the purposes of this analysis, a construction
interest rate of 4.25% was used, which is Servus Credit Union’s prime plus 1.25%. At
this point no formal arrangements have been made with regard to the construction and
take out financing. Construction financing is generally arranged by a mortgage broker
who will seek out the best rate for the development. 
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NUMBER OF UNITS 209
Construction Time 36
Total Square Feet 241,798 28,365
Short Term Interest Rate 4.250%
Cost Allocation Percentage 88% 12%
Budget Item Total Residential Commercial
Land $2,612,500 $2,299,000 $313,500
Legal Service Fees $211,500 $186,120 $25,380
Title & Recording Fees, survey $156,750 $137,940 $18,810
Development Permit $15,790 $13,658 $2,132
DC Amendment $40,000 $35,200 $4,800
Strata Subdivision $261,250 $229,900 $31,350
Sub-total $3,297,790 $2,901,818 $395,972

Interest Construction $2,550,000 $2,244,000 $306,000
Liability Insurance $12,000 $10,560 $1,440
Architect/consultant Fees $3,863,552 $3,399,925 $463,626
Project Management $3,153,288 $2,774,893 $378,395
Legal Charges $25,000 $22,000 $3,000
Marketing $156,750 $137,940 $18,810
Quantity Surveyor $44,450 $39,116 $5,334
Lenders Fees $100,000 $88,000 $12,000
Accounting Fees $20,000 $17,600 $2,400
Appraisals & Testing $15,000 $13,200 $1,800
Soft Cost Contingency $418,000 $367,840 $50,160
Sub-total $10,358,039 $9,115,074 $1,242,965

Building & Landscaping $52,699,226 $52,699,226
Parkade $4,200,000 $4,200,000
Commercial $5,105,753 $5,105,753
Sub-total Construction $62,004,979 $56,899,226 $5,105,753

Appliances $668,800 $668,800 $0
Total Costs (Excl Contingency) $76,329,608 $69,584,919 $6,744,690
Contingency (3.5%) $2,170,174 $1,909,753 $260,421
Total Costs $78,499,783 $71,494,672 $7,005,111
GST $85,318 $350,256
Total Including GST $78,935,356 $71,579,990 $7,355,366
Per Sq Foot Gross $296 $259
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c. The Cost Of Greening Station Pointe Greens

A comparative analysis was undertaken to determine the cost premium of  building “green”.
Four scenarios were identified and priced by Chandos Construction:

1. a Passive House compliant building complete with vegetated roof (Passive House +);
2. a Passive House compliant building (Passive House);
3. A Building Code compliant building which also incorporated best building practice

regarding fresh air ventilation as found in Alberta Standata 06-BCB-007 “Ventilation
Air for Dwelling Units In Multi-unit Residential Buildings” (Building Code +); and

4. A Building Code compliant building designed with conventional make up air supplied
to the hallways, baseboard radiant hydronic heating and no air conditioning of
individual apartments (Building Code).

The following table provides a summary of each of the items and the overall costs associated
with greening the development. The additional cost as a percentage increase of taking the
Station Pointe development from a Code compliant building designed to comply with the
Province’s best practice ventilation standard to a fully certified Passive House development
is a mere .89%, and from built to Code to Passive House plus green roof only 3.66%.

Building Code + Passive House Cost Difference Percentage 
$61,423,958 $61,970,929 $546,971 0.89%

Green Roof  Premium $584,050
Mechanical Premium for Best Practice & A/C $1,077,000

Building Code Passive House + Difference Percentage
$60,346,958 $62,554,979 $2,208,021 3.66%

 
The small incremental cost of taking the building design from “Code” to “Passive House +”
(3.66%), and the even smaller cost from “Code +” to “Passive House” (.89%) is evidence of a
concept posited by Amory Lovins, L. Hunter Lovins & Paul Hawken in their book “Natural
Capitalism” (Chapter 6 - Tunneling Through the Cost Barrier, Lovins, Amory;: NC99-06:
1999) . The authors describe a process by which the traditional value engineering approach27

to cost/benefit optimization of buildings misses significantly deeper savings. Simply put, the
author’s propose that rather than stop the incremental performance adaptations when it
appears that adding further energy savings features will not pay off within a reasonable
payback timeframe, the process of seeking even greater efficiencies should continue past this
typical “cost/benefit” tipping point and by drilling deeper, a quantum effect will be
experienced whereby substantially greater savings are realized through large scale systems
efficiencies or changes (eg. In Station Pointe this occurred when increasing the envelope
insulations values resulted in the entire elimination of a conventional apartment style heating
system and replacing it with a simple electric resistance heaters in each unit and, furthermore
eliminating all gas service to the project). 
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The 45 suite building was used as the basis of the detailed financial analysis in this report. As
illustrated in the following table, the total additional cost of the green premium (from Base
Building to Passive House +) for the 45 suites is approximately $449,750. The green
premium is proportionately allocated to each unit on a combined fixed and per square foot
basis, which results in an additional cost of just under $8,800 for the 622 square foot suite and
just under $12,000 for the 922 square foot suite.

Unit Size 
Square feet

Per unit green
premium allocation

Total green premium

662 $  8,781 $237,085
922 $11,815 $212,665

$449,750

d. Options - Paying for the Green Costs 

There are two approaches that can be used to finance the additional green costs:
(a) to increase the  price of the suites to cover the additional costs; or
(b) to cover the green premium costs by accessing other financing such as by securing

a term loan (a green loan) and to make the loan payments from the operating
revenue, which is increased by charging each suite a green fee. The green fee
premium is offset by the operating savings achieved through the greening of the
building, thus resulting in a net zero financial impact for the green financing.

The inclusion of the additional costs in the initial suite sale prices could result in the suites
being priced higher than the going market for apartments of similar size. While as
previously noted, market shifts and value are beginning to occur, this approach would still
likely result in buyer resistance to the product. A review of the market indicated that
potential  purchasers would not object to the inclusion of a "green fee" in their monthly
fees if the resultant monthly fee would end up being the same as in any other conventional
building. Using this approach it is possible to redirect the operating savings to cover the
cost of a green loan to cover the additional capital costs.

A benefit of the green loan/green fee approach is the fact that it allows for the
development of energy efficient housing without the need to charge the purchasers more
either up front or over time, because it is the savings that are directed towards paying off
the cost of the green loan. These savings are generated by the reduction in utility
consumption and thus costs, reduced maintenance requirements (as a result of smaller or
less equipment, or more durable and lower maintenance finishes, and finally of lower
replacement reserve allocations). In effect, a household living in an equivalent sized and
featured building without any green features would be paying the same monthly fees. The
main difference is that, in a conventional building, these fees would be directed to the
energy companies to cover higher actual operating costs and to other suppliers and
contractors to cover additional maintenance and replacement costs.  In a building with a 
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green loan on the other hand, the green features generate operational savings which are
instead used to cover the additional costs needed to make the building green. The benefits
of this approach extend far beyond the individual occupant since this approach can be used

2as a tool towards the reduction of  CO  emissions  without additional  capital or resources.

i. Station Pointe Greens - Including the Additional Costs in the Suite Price

Within each of the cooperatives there will be continuing cooperative units and limited
equity ownership units. The following table provides an overview of the price of the
limited equity units both, on a unit and a per square foot basis, after the deduction of the 
green costs. 

Size Per Unit Per Square Foot
662 $257,643 $389
922 $346,658 $376

The following graph plots the per square foot price for apartment condominiums including
the Station Pointe units according to unit size. This graph illustrates that the sale price of
the Station Point Greens limited equity units, after netting out the green costs, is slightly
lower than comparable sized units listed for sale in the fall of 2012. Since the parking will
be unbundled at Station Pointe, the price of all of the units in the sample have been
adjusted to delete the parking component. 

Including the additional costs for the green features in the initial price would increase the
price of the Station Pointe Greens limited equity units by 3%.  The following table
provides an overview of the price of the limited equity units, both on a per unit and a per
square foot basis, if the green premium were to be included in the initial price. 
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Size Per Unit Per Square Foot
662 $266,424 $402
922 $358,473 $389

As illustrated in the following graph, including the green costs would result in a 922
square foot unit being priced slightly above the market for a similar non-green unit. The
question that remains to be answered is, would purchasers be willing to pay more for an
energy efficient environmentally friendly green home. 

 

ii. Station Pointe Greens - Securing a Green Loan for the Development

Project Operating Costs and Cost Savings

The basic data used to determine the operating costs of both a Code compliant building
and the Station Pointe Greens Building B (45 suites), comes from the Operational Cost
Estimation of Station Point Greens completed by Vital Engineering Corporation and the
operating cost data base that Communitas maintains. Accurate and detailed data is
available on the Grandin Green development and other high-rise projects arising from the
fact that Communitas provides ongoing management services to these developments and
thus has immediate access to their budgets and actual expenses. The Vital Report and back
up calculations are included in Appendix 4.

The following table provides an overview of the anticipated operating costs of a
conventional (built to Code) building, Building B of Station Pointe Greens, and the
resultant differential cost savings. In both instances the power line item includes both the
common power and the power for the individual suites. 
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ANNUAL BUDGET CONVENTIONAL STATION

POINTE

SAVINGS

Maintenance & Cleaning $58,500 $45,000 $13,500

Garbage $11,653 $11,653 $0

Replacement Reserve $24,930 $20,160 $4,770

Administration $14,000 $14,000 $0

Insurance $18,000 $18,000 $0

Gas (heat and domestic hot water) $51,667 $0 $51,667

Water $15,227 $9.476 $5.751

Power (domestic hot water) $0 $10,833 -$10,833

Power $65,100 $28,229 $36,871

Total Annual Unit Costs $258,077 $159,460 $101,726

Per Unit per Month $480 $292 $188

 
As illustrated in the following graph, which provides an overview of the comparative cost
of energy (gas and power) for the Built to Code building and Station Pointe Greens, the
savings in the 45 suite building, as a result of reduced consumption, are significant. The
graph was derived from the Vital Engineering analysis, and the operating costs for the
conventional building were adjusted to include all domestic electricity, since domestic
electricity is included in the Station Pointe operating costs.  

Green Loan Monthly Costs 

As illustrated in the following table, assuming a 4.25% interest rate and a 25 year
amortization, the green loan repayment would cost $54 per unit per month, which would
result in an average monthly fee of $346. 

Total Green Loan $449,750

Annual Payment (4.25% 25 year amortization) $29,125

Per Unit per Month $54

Average Fees Including Green Loan Repayment $346
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After making adjustments to the monthly fees based upon the suite’s square footage and
the allocation of costs that are equally divided among all the units, the following monthly
fees were established for the different suite sizes:

Suite Size Monthly Fees

662 $279

922 $360

 
The following graph which plots monthly condo fees and Station Pointe’s monthly fees
illustrates that the Station Pointe fees are in line with fees for other units of similar size in
the market. All the fees include domestic electricity. 

By virtue of the property of percentage increases and compounding over time, the gap
between a Code building and the Station Pointe Greens’ (Passive House +) monthly fees
will become even more pronounced over time and thus further enhance future
affordability. The following graph provides an overview of the anticipated savings over
time assuming an annual utility increase of 3%. The Station Pointe payment includes both
the energy costs and the annual green loan repayment; the drop in fees in year 2040
reflects the retirement of the green loan.
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iii. Levering the Savings to Further Enhance Affordability

As previously noted, as a result of the tunneling through the cost savings barrier effect, the
monthly savings are greater than the amount required to cover the additional costs of
greening the Station Pointe development. Only an average of $54 per suite per month is
required to cover the green loan payments required to bring the cost of the development
down to the same level as a Code compliant building. The average total savings per unit
per month however comes to $188;  $134 more than the “break even” scenario. These
additional savings could be used to enhance the overall affordability of the suites, either
though using them to lever a larger loan secured by the cooperative or by reducing the
amortization period of the loan.  Levering a larger loan secured by the cooperative would
reduce the initial price to the purchaser. As illustrated in the following table, if the total
savings of $188 were used to lever a larger loan this would enable the cooperative to
secure an additional loan of approximately $1,567,653. This would reduce the price of the
662 square foot suite by approximately $28,955 and the price of the 922 square foot suite
by approximately $38,595.

Size Price Separate Loan

Using

$188/unit/month

Adjusted

Price

662 $266,424 $28,955 $237,470

922 $358,473 $38,959 $319,514

With a monthly payment of just over $188 per suite, the amortization of the “greening”
costs of $449,750 could be reduced from 25 years to just over 5 years. After 5 years, the
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monthly payments would be reduced by $188 thereby enhancing the overall affordability
for the residents.

Each of the four Station Pointe Greens cooperatives will decide on which approach it will
use to enhance the overall affordability for its members.

6. CONCLUSION

The home building industry in Canada has already begun to adopt the incorporation of
truly sustainable home designs where the markets have shown evidence of a willingness to
pay the sustainable “green” cost premium but the take up is still limited. Furthermore, the
high-rise development market shows particular resistance to the incorporation of
significant green design adoption, often favouring lower cost “green-wash” strategies
instead. The stumbling block is cost. Purchasers with fixed borrowing limits are faced with
a choice: buying a more expensive but energy efficient home versus buying a less costly
but more conventionally built home. The choice pits energy and longer term operating cost
savings against buying a larger or more featured home. 

The evidence however shows clearly that if a developer could access green financing such
that the “green” features of the home were paid out of the savings generated via some form
of green financing without any impact on initial sale price or monthly operating costs
(condo/coop fees and utility bills), the playing field would be leveled and buyer’s would
chose the no cost greener and healthier option. Whether in the form of a municipal PACE
bond, insured green loans or other simple to administer and market financial instrument,
the housing market could be significantly transformed by the marketing and adoption of
such a “no cost/ no impact” instrument. Such a shift in policy and/or financial practice
could in fact result in a tipping point in the industry. Key to its success will be its
simplicity (administrative, marketing and legal), a public awareness branding/marketing
campaign highlighting the benefits to the purchaser (lower operating costs, health, higher
resale values), the developer (marketing a green brand healthier and more valuable home),
and clearly elaborating on the no cost (to the developer, buyer or taxpayer) implication of
the instrument.

The Passive House design experience adds further to the transformative potential of green
financing. If the financing is structured to permit the leveraging of a “green” loan based on
the amount of savings generated, adopting a Passive House design strategy would result in
developers being able to market their homes with either lower than market purchase
prices, operating costs or both.
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Energy Efficient Mortgage Worksheet  (Sample)

Borrower Name:    FHA Case Number: 

Property Address: Lender Loan Number: 

A. Property 

Information

B.  Home Energy 

Rating System 

(HERS) Report

Underwriter 

Comments

Notes:

E.  Qualifying 

Ratio  

Calculations

6. If evidence is provided that the property was built to, or retrofitted to 2000 International Energy Conservation 

Code (IECC) standards, the loan is eligible for "stretch" qualifying ratios (33 percent and 45 percent) before the need 

for compensating factors.

C.  Cost-effective 

Energy Package

3. Least of: (i) 5% of appraised value, or (ii) 5% of Median Area Price x 115%, or (iii) 5% of National Conforming 

Loan limit x 150%

$

$

1. Mortgage amount used for qualifying ratios                                

(D1  $____________ + UFMIP based on D1 $__________) $

$

$

$

2. a) Weatherization items apply only to existing properties.  b) Weatherization cannot be used in conjunction with 

streamline refi, as this would be considered cash-out.  c) The amount of energy-related installed cost that exceeds 

maximum EEM calculation in FHA Connection, may be used under weatherization policies described in HUD 

Handbook 4155 A.5 (d-g).  d) Any weatherization costs used must be added to both sales price (for purchase) and 

the appraised value when calculating the maximum mortgage amount.  e) A modified price/appraised value that 

includes weatherization items is still subject to statutory limits for a given area.  f) Solar guidelines may be found at 

4155.1 2.A.5.

4. Housing-to-Income (Front) Ratio 

5. Total Debt-to-Income (Back) Ratio 

 Yes ☐    No ☐

%

2. Original Sales price if 

owned < 12 months          

$

3. Appraised Value 

(Note 1)                             

$

2. Total monthly housing payment for E1 + E2 (PITI _______,   

HOA _______ monthly MI ________, other/etc._______) 

2. Maximum amount of EE improvement cost per the EEM calculator 

in FHA Connection (Note 3) 

3. Lesser of C1 or C2 (this is the cost-effective energy package and 

the amount that may be added to the base loan amount) (Note 4) 

5. UFMIP (factor applied to D4) 

1. Installed cost of EE improvements  (B1 or B2) $_____________   

+  audit cost  $__________  +  inspection(s) cost  $___________                                                   

(all costs supported by receipts)

$

$

1. Contract Sales Price  

or  ☐ Existing Balance                                     

$                                         

4. Weatherization &/or 

solar not yet included in 

A2, A3 or A4 (Note 2)               

$

1.  Cost of improvements that 

exceed 2000 IECC                           

(New Construction Only)                                 

$

2. Installed Cost of Energy 

Improvements                

(Exisiting Construction)                                            

$

3. Expected energy savings over 

useful life of improvements 

(calculated at Present Value) per 

audit report     $

5. The amount of installed cost that exceeds C2 may be financed with the Weatherization Program (existing 

properties only), or paid from borrower's own funds. 

1.  Base loan amount from Loan Transmittal                              

(without EE Costs and without UFMIP)  (Note 4)

3. Cost-effective Energy Package (C3)

3. Total monthly obligations

6. Total combined loan amount  (D4 + D5)                                   

(Note:  Only whole dollar amounts may be insured by FHA) 

$

$

$

$

Either New or Existing Construction: Does the HERS report indicate 

that the subject property was built to or retrofitted to 2000 IECC 

standards?  (Note 6)    

D.  Eligible 

Mortgage 

Calculation

4. Total base EEM loan amount  (D1 + D2 + D3) 

2. Solar system cost  allowance

%

4. Base loan amount must consider applicable guidelines (examples: acquisition cost if owned < than 1 year, 

minimum required cash investment for purchases, new construction properties < than 1 yr old, streamline refinance, 

etc.)

1.  Tips: a) For streamlined refinances without an appraisal, CHUMS and FHA Connection uses the appraised value 

in its records from the prior transaction.  b) For EEMs with 203(k), use After-Improved Value for value.  c) Apply 

rules related to second appraisals for properties flipped by seller.  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 

It is our understanding that the Communitas Group’s Station Pointe development is to be 
designed to achieve the following performance targets: 
 
 1) Max 15 kWh/m2a Heating & Cooling Energy Consumption 
 2) Minimum 0.6 ACH@50Pa blower door tested air tightness, following DIN EN 13829 
 3) Max total primary energy consumption of 120 kWh/m2a (a = annum) 
 
The overarching research goal of ‘P1 – SPG – NrCan – Energy Performance in Buildings’ is to 
determine cost effective methods of delivering the above prescribed energy performance. The 
team selected two design philosophies predicted to best accomplish the P1 goal: a Passive 
Building path & an Active Building path. In the final P1 Tasks 1.6 & 2.7, the goal is to calculate 
and compare the life cycle operational cost of the finalized Passive & Active path building 
designs based on the IES energy models developed in earlier P1 tasks. 
 
For clarity, the two P1 designs are summarized in the remainder of this Introduction. The site 
layout and building floor plans, shown in Figures 1, 2, & 3 are held constant in both the Passive 
and Active designs. Only Buildings A, B, C, & D have been included in the P1 analysis. 
 
Figure 1: Architectural sketch of the Station Pointe Greens site layout, by Hartwig Architecture. Note the North arrow in 
the top right side. The site is located in Edmonton, AB, south of the intersection of Fort Road and 64 Street. The main 
floor of all buildings, except building D, is commercial/retail space, and the rest is residential. 
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Figure 2: Typical floor plan common to residential stories of Station Pointe Greens buildings A,B,&D. The floor plan is 
optimized for passive solar gains and passive heat distribution. 

 
 
Figure 3: Typical floor plan common to residential stories of Station Pointe Greens building C.  The floor plan is optimized 
for passive solar gains and passive heat distribution. 
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As developed in Task 1.1, the optimal glazing design for the passive solar floor plan is 
described in Table 1. This glazing layout is constant for both the Passive and Active designs. 
 
Table 1: Passive solar glazing design for Station Pointe Buildings, replicated identically for each building. Quantity shown 
according to each typical floor plan, as the example in Figure 2 shows. Commercial glazing is nearly full-width, by 2m tall, 
on all sides. 

Glazing Name 
Width 

[m] 
Height 

[m] 
QTY 

Overhang 
Depth [m] 

Top of Window to 
BTM of Overhang [m] 

Res. South Living Room Window 2.00 2.30 5 2.20 0.30 

Res. South Living Room Door 1.00 2.30 5 2.20 0.30 

Res. South Bedroom Window 1.50 2.30 3 2.20 0.30 

Res. North Bedroom Window 0.25 1.50 4 2.20 0.30 

Res. North Stair ADJ. Window 1.60 1.50 2 2.20 0.30 

Commercial Windows 1.00 2.00 
1 per m of 

exposed wall 
2.00 0.25 

 
The optimal building envelope for the Passive design path, as developed in Task 1.1, is 
described in Table 2. Similarly, the optimal building envelope for the Active design path, as 
developed in Task 2.1, is described in Table 3. In general, the Passive design has higher 
building envelope performance than the Active design in every category. 
 
Table 2: A summary of the optimal building envelope design for the Station Pointe Greens Passive Path. ‘cog’ denotes 
Center of Glass performance. ‘Profile Thickness’ describes the height of frame that blocks solar radiation, measured from 
rough window opening to the start of open glass. 

Envelope Performance Metric Value Units 

Main Floor Slab Rvalue 50 [h.ft
2
.F/BTU] 

Exterior Wall Rvalue 60 [h.ft
2
.F/BTU] 

Roof Rvalue 70 [h.ft
2
.F/BTU] 

  
 

  

SW, S, SE Window SHGC, cog  0.63 [% radiation transmission] 

SW, S, SE Glazing Uvalue, cog 0.158 NFRC - [h.ft
2
.F/BTU] 

NW, N, NE Window SHGC, cog 0.31 [% radiation transmission] 

NW, N, NE Glazing Uvalue, cog 0.125 NFRC - [h.ft
2
.F/BTU] 

  
 

  

Window Frame Uvalue 0.264 NFRC - [h.ft
2
.F/BTU] 

Window Frame Profile Thickness 68.0 [mm] 

  
 

  

Building Air Tightness          
0.6 ACH at 50Pa 

(Test to follow DIN EN 13829) 

 
 
. 
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Table 3: A summary of the optimal building envelope design for the Station Pointe Greens Active Path. ‘cog’ denotes 
Center of Glass performance. ‘Profile Thickness’ describes the height of frame that blocks solar radiation, measured from 
rough window opening to the start of open glass. 

Envelope Performance Metric Value Units 

Main Floor Slab Rvalue 20 [h.ft
2
.F/BTU] 

Exterior Wall Rvalue 30 [h.ft
2
.F/BTU] 

Roof Rvalue 40 [h.ft
2
.F/BTU] 

  
 

  

SW, S, SE Window SHGC, cog  0.72 [% radiation transmission] 

SW, S, SE Glazing Uvalue, cog 0.292 [h.ft
2
.F/BTU] 

NW, N, NE Window SHGC, cog 0.39 [% radiation transmission] 

NW, N, NE Glazing Uvalue, cog 0.248 [h.ft
2
.F/BTU] 

  
 

  

Window Frame Uvalue 0.320 [h.ft
2
.F/BTU] 

Window Frame Profile Thickness 68 [mm] 

  
 

  

Building Air Tightness          
0.6 ACH at 50Pa 

(Test to follow DIN EN 13829) 
 

Different mechanical systems were developed to compliment each design philosophy; these are 
described in Tables 4 & 5. In general, the Active path utilizes more efficient, albeit more complex, 
heating and cooling systems than the Passive path. It is the balance between envelope 
performance and mechanical system performance that embodies the Passive vs. Active 
comparison. 
 

Table 4: Summary of mechanical system design that best compliments the Station Pointe Greens Passive building 
envelope design. ‘COP’ denotes Coefficient of Performance, independent of frame. ‘ERV’ denotes Enthalpy Recovery 
Ventilator. 

Passive Path Mechanical System Definition 

Load Type Efficiency 

Space Heating Electric Radiant COP 1 

Space Cooling Decentralized Mini-split COP 4.7 

Ventilation Decentralized ERV 96% heat recovery 

DHW Heating Electric with 60% solar supplement COP 2.5 
 

Table 5: Summary of mechanical system design that best compliments the Station Pointe Greens Active building 
envelope design. ‘COP’ denotes Coefficient of Performance, independent of frame. ‘VRV’ denotes Variable Refrigerant 
Volume system. ‘ERV’ denotes Enthalpy Recovery Ventilator. 

Active Path Mechanical System Definition 

Load Type Efficiency 

Space Heating VRV w/ heat recover + Geo-Exchange COP 3.39 

Space Cooling VRV w/ heat recover + Geo-Exchange COP 5.2 

Ventilation Decentralized ERV 96% heat recovery 

DHW Heating Electric with 60% solar supplement COP 2.5 
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2.0 METHODOLOGY 
 
The life cycle operational cost for the Station Pointe buildings is defined as the total estimated 
cost of energy consumed over a 25 year period. The analysis is built upon the IES modeling 
results produced in Tasks 1.3 & 2.3. The estimated annual grid electricity demand of the entire 
Station Pointe complex is summarized in Table 6. Grid electricity is the only source of non-
renewable energy used in the Station Pointe Greens P1 research. 
 
Table 6: Summary of combined annual energy demand for Station Pointe Greens buildings A, B, C, & D. All values are 
grid electricity draw, after COP & efficiencies have been included. ‘/a’ denotes per annum. Primary energy demand is 
equal to 2.7 times the site energy demand, for coal-fired electricity [Passive House Planning Package]. 

P1 IES Modelling Results - Annual Energy Demand 

Building 

Specific 
Annual 
Heating 

Electricity 
Demand 

[kWh/m2a] 

Specific 
Annual 
Cooling 

Electricity 
Demand 

[kWh/m2a] 

Specific 
Primary 
Energy 

Demand 
[kWh/m2a] 

Annual 
Heating 

Electricity 
Demand 
[kWh/a] 

Annual 
Cooling 

Electricity 
Demand 
[kWh/a] 

Lighting 
Electricity 
Demand 
[kWh/a] 

Plug 
Electricity 
Demand 
[kWh/a] 

Auxiliary 
Electricity 
Demand 
[kWh/a] 

Domestic 
Hot Water 
Electricity 
Demand 
[kWh/a] 

Total Site 
Electricity 
Demand 
[kWh/a] 

Primary 
Energy 

Demand 
[kWh/a] 

SPG 
Target 

15.0 15.0 120 300,664 300,664 - - - - - 2,405,312 

Passive 9.7 0.7 148 194,919 14,614 339,319 131,906 31,328 388,217 1,100,303 2,970,819 

Active 5.5 2.0 152 110,405 39,977 339,321 131,905 115,925 388,217 1,125,750 3,039,525 

 
The future price of electricity greatly impacts life cycle operational cost. As developed in P1-2.1 
and P1-1.2, the life cycle cost of achieving Net Zero Emissions appears to be less than the life 
cycle cost of any Station Pointe Greens design if the price of electricity escalates at 8% annually 
or higher. With this in mind, the life cycle operational cost calculation was conducted for future 
electricity price escalation rates of 2%, 5%, and 8% annually, as follows: 
 
 25 Year OP Cost = Annual Energy Demand x Average Electricity Price x 25 Years 
  
 

3.0 RESULTS 
 
The life cycle operational cost estimates are shown in Table 7. The optimal Passive design saves 
2% in operational costs as compared to the optimal Active design; within the assumptions of the P1 
analysis. 
 
Table 7: Summary of 25 year operational costs for both SPG P1 designs, at 2%, 5%, & 8% annual escalation rate of grid 
electricity price. Assumes current electricity price of 8¢/kWh, escalated exponentially at each of the three annual rates. 
Assumes present value of money, does not include inflation or any other financial manipulation. 

25 Year Operational Cost [$] 

Design Method 
Annual Electricity Rate Increase 

2% 5% 8% 

Passive Path $2,874,542 $4,412,216 $6,951,165 

Active Path $2,941,022 $4,514,258 $7,111,926 

OP Cost Savings 2% 2% 2% 
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS 
 
Note, in Table 6, that neither the Passive nor the Active design meets the SPG primary energy 
demand target. In P1 Task 1.1, the Passive path buildings were designed using the Passive House 
Planning Package (PHPP) to meet both the annual heating demand and primary energy target. This 
was accomplished according to the Passivhaus methodologies, from which the SPG performance 
targets originated. When both the Passive & Active PHPP-optimized designs were translated into 
the IES modelling software, in Tasks 1.2 & 2.2, Cobalt Engineering applied the industry norm 
occupant loads for lighting, plug, and domestic hot water. These North American occupant load 
estimates are significantly higher than those used in the PHPP, causing the IES-generated results 
to exceed the primary energy demand target.  
 
Since the SPG targets are derived from the Passivhaus approach, and the PHPP models predict 
that both buildings will meet the targets, it is unclear which modelling approach is ‘correct’. 
Occupant loads are largely building independent and highly driven by the culture, sustainable 
intentions, and lifestyle expectations of the building’s target occupants. If the Station Pointe Greens 
occupants are typical North Americans, around which the industry norms are generated, then the 
buildings will likely not meet the primary energy target. Conversely, if the Station Pointe Greens 
occupants are sustainably minded, conscience of their energy consumption, and seek a lower 
consumption lifestyle, then the buildings will likely meet the primary energy target. The difference 
between PHPP and IES performance prediction aptly frames the impact of occupant behaviour on 
building performance. When/if the Station Pointe Greens development is to be constructed, the 
design team must carefully define the lifestyle of its target occupants, and model the buildings’ 
performance appropriately.  
 
The results show that both design approaches meet the heating and cooling demand targets of the 
research, and do so at an approximately equal lifetime operational cost. Thus, Vital concludes that 
both the Passive and Active design approaches are viable candidates to meet the P1 research 
goals. In the overall P1 design comparison, operational cost does not favour either design 
approach; the lowest life cycle cost design will be dictated by Capital cost and/or Maintenance life 
cycle cost. 


